From inspiration to installation, we’ll help create a space that’s all you.

REMODELING INSPIRATION & GUIDE
This workbook is loaded with inspirational remodels and the steps to achieve your ideal space.
LET’S CREATE YOUR IDEAL SPACE

WE’RE WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

From inspiration to installation, we’ll help create a space that’s all you.

step 1  Get Inspired
Arrive at your first design consultation with inspirational remodel photos or pages from magazines. Take some snaps of spaces you like. Be ready to speak to your favorite colors and textures. Think about the kind of space you need for the way you live.
Pg. 5

step 2  Find Your Look
What’s your personal style? Are you more traditional, contemporary or maybe you favor an unstudied eclectic look. Your lifestyle, the way you dress, the treasures you collect and favorite colors will help you choose a door style and finish that’s you.
Pg. 5

step 3  Plan Your Space
Design a space that fits your life. Consider how you prepare meals and entertain. Whether you’re single, a couple or a growing family, create work zones that make preparing meals and life easier. And remember there’s no such thing as too much storage.
Pg. 17

step 4  Choose Details
Details will personalize your space. Choose crown moldings, glass doors, hardware and organization items to make sure your space is appointed with style and functionality. Express your personal style with finishing touches to your remodel.
Pg. 25

step 5  Let’s Make it Happen
It’s time to start your remodel. American Woodmark® is here for you with inspiration and support. Use tools like the ENVISION 3D Remodeling Tool and order finish samples. Work with The Home Depot® designer. Prepare for demo and the installation of your new space.
Pg. 37

DEFINE YOUR STYLE
Discover endless options for creating and customizing your dream kitchen with American Woodmark products using your Pinterest App. Be sure you have the latest version. When you see the circular image like this one, use the camera inside the app to hover over the image. We’re excited to bring you even more ways to make your space your very own.

Open then go to the search bar and tap for ideas
GET INSPIRED

YOUR IDEAL SPACE IS A REFLECTION OF YOU

What speaks to you? Do you see a golden sunset and feel awe-inspired? Do you see a colorful blanket your grandmother made you and feel warmth? Do you take a walk in the woods and feel a sense of peace? Think about places, people and things that you love. Then think about your favorite colors and textures. The sights, sounds and smells that engage and excite you. Take snapshots, pull pictures from magazines and share this inspiration with your Home Depot designer.

For more inspiration, tips and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
It’s time to envision your ideal kitchen, bath, office or any other space in your home. To ensure a successful design consultation, it’s important to be well prepared.

**TOP 5 ITEMS TO BRING TO A DESIGN CONSULTATION**

1. **SCOPE OF WORK**
   Determine the basic parameters and budget of the remodel work you wish to do. Will you be using the existing footprint or adding square footage to your kitchen, bath or other space? Will you need to relocate any plumbing, gas lines or electricity? Not sure? Your designer will help.

2. **HOW YOU USE YOUR KITCHEN OR REMODELED SPACE**
   Consider functionality that suits your current lifestyle and can adapt to future changes. Do you want a chef’s kitchen? An open floor plan for entertaining? If you’re redoing a bath, do you want efficiency, for starting your days, or a more spa-like atmosphere? For a new home office, think current technology, storage for printers and supplies, and lighting for those video conferences.

3. **FEATURES THAT FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE**
   Your new space needs to conform to your unique lifestyle. Function is as important as beauty, so think about the way your family will use the space. Everything from parties to pets will dictate the design. Remember that storage and organization details are critical in reducing clutter in any space and making it more livable.

4. **STYLE INSPIRATION**
   To achieve a look and feel you’ll love, explore the things that inspire you most. Collect inspirational images; appealing remodel photos, color swatches and samples of materials to share with your Home Depot designer. Things you’ve collected like beautiful rugs and artwork are clear statements that’ll help define your look.

5. **PRIORITIES & MUST-HAVES**
   Now’s the time to assess your needs. Determine your preferred door style and finish first. Then list the features you can’t live without, ranked by importance. Appliances for a kitchen should be chosen first and then functional and style details. For baths, fixtures and functional details are key. For offices and many other spaces, today’s technology is a big priority.
FIND YOUR LOOK.
CREATE A SPACE THAT FITS YOUR LIFE

START WITH FUNCTIONALITY, THEN ADD PERSONAL DETAILS THAT ARE UNIQUE TO YOU

Your favorite colors, textures, personal treasures and remodel pictures from magazines and online will all come together beautifully to create your new space. Share how you plan to functionally use the space with your Home Depot designer. Then, share your collection of inspirational looks, thoughts on color and a rough measurement of the space. Get ready for a unique look that’s all you!

For more inspiration, tips and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
Your remodel should reflect who you are and how you live. You make choices every day that are great clues to your personal style. Anything that defines a style you are drawn to could be the spark that creates a living space that will literally change your life. Are you more contemporary or traditional? Or maybe somewhere in between. Once you gather inspiration and determine the feeling you want to create, The Home Depot® designer can help select the perfect American Woodmark® door style, finish and details to compliment. For more style inspiration, go to woodmarkcabinetry.com.

CONTEMPORARY
Sleek and minimalist, contemporary style is characterized by contrasting hues and smooth surfaces. There’s plenty of room to cook and entertain in an open 21st century kitchen.

CRAFTSMAN
Bring your vintage tastes to life with neutral tile and gold accents. You’ll create a space characterized by wholehearted warmth and fine craftsmanship.

MODERN FARMHOUSE
Naturally laid back, open and inviting, farmhouse style delivers a comfortable look filled with charm.

TRANSITIONAL
Functional, carefully curated and sophisticated, transitional style blends the best of traditional and contemporary styles for a lasting look.
The richness of Cherry satisfies

Your space will possess a modern elegance with cherry cabinetry offered in a choice of rich hues. Sumptuous finishes that range from a warm autumn tone to a dramatic slate are versatile enough to suit a range of looks from contemporary to more traditional. These cherry finishes will exude warmth and present a feeling of sophistication and refinement.

For more inspirational spaces and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
Enhancing the beauty of Maple

With its natural beauty, maple offers a wide range of colors designed to inspire. From light and inviting to dark and dramatic, the finish you choose will enhance any space. Welcoming and restorative, your kitchen and bar area will be a place to gather and your bathroom will be an oasis.
Painted to perfection

Painted cabinetry gives such an open and airy feel to your space that you’ll be transported to a place of pure relaxation. Fresh and bright, these light tones are popular for their exquisite color range and smooth feel. Whether you choose to add vibrant pops of color or keep to a serenely neutral palette, you’ll love the way your space flows.
DURAFORM FINISHES, MADE TO ORDER

With three opaque finishes that are designed to withstand the tests of time in effortless style, Duraform is an easy choice for creating an enduring space. Sleek and soothing, it complements any taste. Three textures, each in a distinctive shade, come with complimentary boxes.
PLAN YOUR SPACE FOR HOW YOU LIVE

CONSIDER YOUR NEEDS TODAY AND TOMORROW

The real beauty of a new kitchen or bath exceeds just how physically beautiful it is. Think about how you’re going to use the space today and tomorrow. Consider all—from energy saving appliances and efficient food and prep work zones to stain resistant floors, lighting and a space that may serve as a home office with the latest technology support. You’ll love it when a plan comes together!

For more inspiration, tips and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
PLAN YOUR SPACE WITH DETAILS IN MIND

Are you starting a family? Do you already have one? Are you upsizing or downsizing? Think about your life—what you need now and in the future. Do you usually entertain other couples or the little league team? Share your needs with The Home Depot® designer. Then choose American Woodmark® cabinets, accessories and remodel details that are right for you. Take advantage of American Woodmark’s online tools to smooth the process. Find our handy measuring guide, budget calculator and the ENVISION 3D Remodel Tool at woodmarkcabinetry.com.

ACCURATE MEASURING IS CRITICAL

Arrive at your first consultation with general measurements of your space. In some cases, The Home Depot® designated remodel professional will visit your home for more precise measuring before your cabinets are ordered. For helpful tips on measuring, budgeting your remodel and to use our ENVISION 3D Remodeling Tool to sketch your space, please visit woodmarkcabinetry.com.

W: ______  x  H: ______  x  L: ______ = ______sq. Ft

PREPARE TO LIVE WITHOUT A KITCHEN

The remodel process is disruptive, but you’ll love the results. During the demo and installation of your kitchen, have another place in mind for preparing simple meals and refrigerating food. A garage, mudroom or laundry room can work temporarily. This is a good time for takeout and dining at the neighbors’ house.
GETTING THE MOST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
You’ll get the most out of your remodel investment dollars when you start with an emphasis on functionality, complimented with the look you want to achieve. The Home Depot® designer will help spec appliances first so your cabinets can be ordered with all dimensions in mind. On a tight budget, choose the most important things first and other add-ons or upgrades later. For example; the must-haves now would be cabinetry, primary organization items, appliances, moldings, faucets, sinks and countertops. Details like special hardware, lighting fixtures and even backsplashes can be added later while controlling costs in the shorter term.

But don’t sacrifice the must-haves or you’ll end up with something called “Reverse buyer’s remorse.” This is when homeowners fail to invest in important features and regret it later.

FUNCTIONALITY IS KEY
Your new kitchen must be laid out based on the way you live and prepare meals. The value of a kitchen far exceeds just cooking. It is the heart of the home: a place for entertaining, dining, doing homework and today, taking Zoom calls. Keep charging stations in mind for your technology. Lighting is key for reading and video conferences. And don’t forget organization items so you can stay organized for life and work!

ADD VALUE TO YOUR HOME, CHOOSE TO REMODEL
Cost is often what stands between many and their dream remodel. But, when you consider it’s an investment that adds value, deciding to remodel is a much easier choice. The Hanley Wood Remodeling 2020 Cost vs. Value Report* shows that a major kitchen remodel recoups, on average, 58.6% of the investment. And a midrange bathroom remodel, on average, recoups 64% of the initial investment.

Try our handy online budget calculator to help plan your remodel at woodmarkcabinetry.com

* https://www.remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-value/2020
Your choices of hardware, moldings, glass door panels, lighting and fixtures pull it all together for a personalized look. American Woodmark® has a range of many decorative details that will add “wow” to your finished space. Details like crown molding, glass doors and carefully selected hardware will receive compliments for years to come.

For more inspiration, tips and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
HARDWARE SELECTIONS

Like jewelry, hardware is the personal touch that makes a living space truly yours, reflecting your unique personality and way of life. American Woodmark® has a spectrum of hardware looks. Traditional designs with the look of aged metal and pewter with copper highlights; Old World pieces expressed as bronze; Brushed elements that relate perfectly to today’s stainless steel finishes. American Woodmark’s collection promises to complement your look with style, no matter what it is.

GLEN ELLEN
DURAFORM LINEN & DURAFORM STONE

PULL IT ALL TOGETHER WITH MOLDINGS

Moldings give your cabinets and overall space a finished look. They provide more than an architectural accent; they define the attitude of your space and complete your look. American Woodmark® has a variety of moldings to fit any style. Whether you’re accenting a contemporary space, looking for a more traditional feel or are into a vintage French style, we have it—and everything in between. Work with your Home Depot kitchen designer to find the perfect molding detail for your space.

DETAILS MAKE THE SPACE YOUR SPACE

MOLDING BUILDUPS

Combined separate molding pieces create “molding buildups.” Different combinations create many looks.

Browse our complete line of hardware and molding options and check out the complete online remodel guide at woodmarkcabinetry.com
PERSONALIZE YOUR SPACE WITH DECORATIVE DETAILS

DECORATIVE GLASS FRAMES AND INSERTS FOR YOUR UNIQUE LOOK

Glass inserts are a great decorative touch and can give your space its own unique look. Leaded, frosted, etched, ribbed and many other glass insert options add real sophistication to any remodel. The Home Depot® kitchen designer knows all the ins and outs and can help incorporate a choice that’s just right for you.

Check out all of the options for glass, feet, legs and corbels as well as our complete online remodel guide at woodmarkcabinetry.com

LEGS, FEET AND CORBELS

Accessorize with American Woodmark’s expanded line of decorative accessories. This range of functional and stylish details can take the look of any living space to a whole new level. This inspired decorative accents collection is meant to match several American Woodmark® door styles and finishes but can also be mixed and matched to create many unique styles. Visit woodmarkcabinetry.com to see all product offerings.
Get cooking with a more organized space!

Whether you view your kitchen as a space to entertain or to decompress, being organized is essential. What’s the point of remodeling if you don’t have kitchen needs organized such that cooking and entertaining is a breeze? Spend more time cooking and entertaining and less time searching for things like the potato peeler, corkscrew and salad spinner. Get organized and create your perfect kitchen.

Visit woodmarkcabinetry.com to browse our full line of organizational solutions and see our complete online remodel guide.

TOP 4 Good-to-haves

- Two drawer base with peg dish organizer & scalloped full width tray
- Base pot and pan organizer
- Base filler pull out
- Tray divider

TOP 4 Must-haves

- Wood tiered cutlery divider
- Deep roll out trays
- Corner base lazy susan
- Base waste basket cabinet

TOP 4 Nice-to-haves

- Two drawer base with peg dish organizer & scalloped full width tray
- Base pull out utensil storage
- Sink base multi storage cabinet
- Utility cabinet with pantry storage
When you choose American Woodmark® for your remodel, you’ve chosen a trusted partner with 40 years of kitchen and bath experience at The Home Depot®. American Woodmark prides itself on delivering quality stock and semi-custom cabinetry along with design support and attentive customer service you can count on. A wide variety of options like all-plywood construction, soft close doors/drawers and a full range of decorative accents allow you to create a space that’s all you. From inspiration to installation, we’re with you every step of the way.

WOOD AND FINISHES AGE. IT’S ONLY NATURAL.
While we match wood grains as closely as possible, variations are part of what makes our quality wood products so distinctive and beautiful. Over time and exposure to sunlight, smoke and chemicals, some cabinet finishes naturally fade or vary from their original color. Be sure and order all the cabinetry you need at the same time because cabinets purchased at a later date may not exactly match cabinets installed today.

40 YEARS OF GETTING IT RIGHT

CABINETRY THAT’S BUILT TO LAST
THE NATURAL COLOR AND BEAUTY OF WOODMARK’S DOOR STYLES AND FINISHES

Every cabinet door created by American Woodmark® is carefully selected. When it all comes together, homeowners are certain to be satisfied with the look, style and "Wow" of their new living space.

CHERRY

Cherry is a close-grained, multicolored hardwood with occasional pin knots and fine grain variations appearing as curls and waves. Streaking, knots and subtle color variations are what give this wood its unique character. Its color typically darkens some over time.

MAPLE

Maple is an exceptionally hard, finely grained wood species with a fine, even texture. Many love the darker stains that moderate the color variance and lighter stains that mellow with golden hues over time.

PAINTED

Painted finishes combine hardwoods and engineered materials including solid wood, medium density fiberboards (MDF), high density fiberboard (HDF) and similar materials to achieve superior stability, consistency, coverage and durability.

DURAFORM

Duraform uses foils and coatings bonded to composite wood material, creating cabinets that are highly resistant to warping, heat, humidity and fading. This innovative process makes it extremely durable and easy to clean. Duraform finishes allow Duraform cabinet doors to exhibit the same styling and detail found in solid wood doors.

DURAFORM TEXTURES

Relying on today’s latest technologies, these stylish textures have been created for long-lasting and durable use. This range of finishes bonded to composite wood appeal to the designer and homeowner alike with their versatility and ability to create a range of today’s latest styles.

ORDER SAMPLES!

Make sure you love the door style and finish you chose by ordering a sample from American Woodmark. It will also come in handy when it comes to picking out your backsplash, decorative details and hardware. For details and how to order, just go to woodmarkcabinetry.com/samples
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHERRY FINISHES</th>
<th>MAPLE FINISHES</th>
<th>PAINTED FINISHES</th>
<th>DURAFORM FINISHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autumn, Spice, Bordeaux, Java, Slate</td>
<td>Rye, Spice, Auburn Glaze, Cognac, Mocha Glaze, Truffle, Slate, Espresso</td>
<td>Linen, Peever Glaze, Silk, Hazelnut Glaze, Harbor, Ember Glaze, Stone, Boulder</td>
<td>Linen, Silk, Stone, Breeze, Drift, Cascade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bordeaux, Java, Slate</td>
<td>Auburn Glaze, Truffle, Slate, Espresso</td>
<td>Maple: Rye, Spice, Mocha Glaze, Cognac, Auburn Glaze, Truffle, Slate, Espresso</td>
<td>Maple: Rye, Spice, Cognac, Truffle, Slate, Espresso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn, Spice, Bordeaux, Java, Slate</td>
<td>Slate, Espresso</td>
<td>Cherry: Autumn, Spice, Bordeaux, Java, Slate</td>
<td>Daruma: Breeze, Drift, Cascade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Doors shown in Maple Spice**  * Door shown in Painted Stone  ** Door shown in Duraform Stone**
LET’S MAKE IT HAPPEN TOGETHER

OUR DOOR STYLES AND FINISHES CAN CREATE YOUR UNIQUE LOOK

When you choose American Woodmark® quality cabinetry, you get much more than the door cut and finish you love. You get a company that’s going to be with you every step of the way and guarantees their products. We’re proud of being the first cabinet brand at The Home Depot® for over 40 years, and we’re even prouder to work with you and help you realize your dream space.

For more inspiration, tips and the complete online remodel guide, visit woodmarkcabinetry.com
TOP 5 REMODELING MISTAKES

Congratulations, you’ve finally decided to make your remodel dreams come true! You know that this project will add value to your home and your life will be easier. But, wait, no so fast. Unfortunately, not all remodeling projects run smoothly. Mistakes are common and can be costly. An experience Home Depot designer can guide you through the remodel process and help you avoid the common pitfalls.

NOT SETTING A BUDGET
Access your needs then create a written budget. This will save you from spending too much money on the wrong elements. Remember, surprises are inevitable so plan for the unexpected. Generally, people add 15% to the total cost of the remodel for unexpected costs.

REVERSE BUYERS REMORSE
For all the money you spend, and inconvenience you go through, make sure you're not cutting out essential elements you'll regret later. Spend the money, add the pull-out trash can now and let the new chandelier wait.

NOT PICKING APPLIANCES FIRST
One of the costliest mistakes is ordering your new cabinets only to have them arrive and not fit with your appliances. To avoid this debacle, measure, measure and measure again. Not all appliances are created equally.

NOT DOING YOUR RESEARCH
Whether it’s materials, fixtures, appliances or a contractor, do not rely on word of mouth alone. Shop around and do your research. Review all of your choices and ask questions to ensure you get the best quality and price.

NOT PLANNING FOR DISRUPTION
Disruption during a remodel is inevitable so make a plan before you begin construction. Set up a temporary kitchen that includes a dining area and dishwashing station. Make sure kids and pets are kept at a safe distance from the construction site. Don’t forget to keep your neighbors informed as your remodel may impact their lives too.
In these work-from-home times, you’re spending more time than ever with your partner. And while it’s wonderful that you’re both working from home and get to see each other so much, you still need your own space. Space to unwind, space to relax and space to take care of yourself. A double vanity ensures that you each get your own area, with plenty of storage cabinets and drawers to keep the space looking clean and organized. Living together is wonderful, but living on top of each other is unnecessary.
Working on your laptop from the living room couch used to be great... until the kids came along. Nowadays, you’re lucky if you get a seat all to yourself. Working from home means you need a home office space that allows you to focus. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets and drawers keep all your files and important documents out of reach from sticky fingers. Position your desk right in front of a window and let that natural light rejuvenate you before you head into the other room for what is sure to be a chaotic dinner time.

YOUR HOME OFFICE SHOULD BE YOUR SANCTUARY

Working on your laptop from the living room couch used to be great... until the kids came along. Nowadays, you’re lucky if you get a seat all to yourself. Working from home means you need a home office space that allows you to focus. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets and drawers keep all your files and important documents out of reach from sticky fingers. Position your desk right in front of a window and let that natural light rejuvenate you before you head into the other room for what is sure to be a chaotic dinner time.
Whether you’re homeschooling or participating in virtual learning, one thing is for sure – the kids need their space. Turn your basement into a multi-functional playroom and schoolroom. Large drawers and cabinets keep supplies organized. Open shelving under the seats leaves room to store toys and games while school is in session. A large blackboard in one corner will help delineate between the school area and the play area. And the best part? It’s all downstairs, where you can close the door when it gets too noisy.
In the days to come, you will have people over your house again. When that happens, create a space that’s functional and makes an impression. A lovely cushioned bench in the entryway welcomes them to your home. Closets to hang their coats and cabinets where you can store your keys makes life convenient. Lower hanging closets keep all of the coats and boots organized and out of sight during the upcoming colder months!
HUTCHES ADD EXTRA STORAGE AND EXTRA STYLE

You have so many great things, but don't necessarily want them all cluttering up your countertops. Hutches are a great way to add extra storage. Use glass cabinet doors to add style and now you have an impressive piece that is both functional and beautiful.
Think you’ve run out of storage space? Think again! Add banquet seating with drawers and now you have places to store napkins, tablecloths or extra utensil sets. And it matches with your shelving, creating a unified, stylish look.
PRO TIP
A butler’s pantry will store your good china and fancy table runner for those dinner parties, or when your in-laws visit.

PRO TIP
A coffee bar helps you start your day off right with easy access to that important beverage.

PRO TIP
A wine bar keeps all your glassware organized and ready for use after a long day.

CREATE YOUR ZONES

Why not create a space that does it all? By setting up different zones in your kitchen, your space can serve all your needs from early morning coffee on work days to throwing a weekend dinner party.
PRO TIP
FLOATING SHELVES
Floating shelves keep all of your supplies on display so you don’t forget about them.

Do laundry, take care of the pets, help the kids with their homework, still have time for yourself? Sure, why not! Create a space that helps you manage your hectic lifestyle with style. Store cleaning supplies and extra laundry detergent in the top cabinets. Store sewing and crafting materials on the floating shelves. Let your laundry hang to dry while you fold the clothes and check in with the kids on their homework. Be sure to get that extra-large washer and dryer so you can handle all those team uniforms!

PRO TIP
BASE WASTEBASKET
A Base Wastebasket keeps everything out of sight and clean.

PRO TIP
BASE UTENSIL PULL OUT
Use the Base Utensil pull out to store sewing and craft supplies.

PRO TIP
FLOATING SHELVES
Floating shelves keep all of your supplies on display so you don’t forget about them.
You need a space that works as hard as you do. Create your office area where you can answer emails, a table where you help the kids with their math homework, the living room where you put your feet up, and don’t forget the wine bar where you grab a glass after a long day.

Extended countertops with plenty of drawers and cabinets for storage ensures that you can easily store and find everything you need. Design a space that fits your busy lifestyle with an open floorplan and gorgeous cabinets that let you manage it all with style.
CABINETRY 101
Woodmark® cabinets are made of quality materials and backed with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. With a range of door styles, color choices, finishes and decorative accessories, Woodmark® meets a homeowner’s needs at a cost usually reserved for entry-level cabinetry. Woodmark® cabinetry is sold exclusively through Home Depot whose designers will help find the style and living space that is uniquely you.

A full overlay door just means that the door or drawer front covers most of the cabinet frame. This seamless appearance produces a more modern look.

A partial overlay allows 1-1/16” exposure of the cabinet frame, creating a more traditional look.

FULL OVERLAY VS. PARTIAL OVERLAY
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?

Woodmark® cabinetry is sold exclusively through Home Depot whose designers will help find the style and living space that is uniquely you.
VISIT WOODMARKCABINETRY.COM FOR INSPIRATION, TO ORDER SAMPLES, TRACK ORDERS AND MORE!

FIND GREAT INSPIRATION AND HELPFUL TOOLS
See our full selection of accessories and options. Browse our inspiration gallery. Check out detailed drawings, specifications and sizes. And use ENVISION—our remodel tool—to create your own 3D kitchen designs. It’s all just a click away.

VISUALIZE YOUR SPACE WITH OUR ENVISION REMODEL TOOL
Use this 3D program by American Woodmark® to visualize your space with cabinet styles, finishes and accessories. Share your results with a Home Depot designer who will finalize your plans. Find this tool at woodmarkcabinetry.com.

GO TO WOODMARKCABINETRY.COM FOR OUR COMPLETE REMODEL GUIDE
The online American Woodmark® remodel guide is an expanded version of this printed piece. It has more inspiration, tips, trends and details on how to achieve your ideal remodel. Being in the know saves you time, money and drama.

VISIT US ON PINTEREST AND HOUZZ
See what everyone loves about American Woodmark cabinetry—great ideas and inspiration.
Once you've decided on your layout, door style and finish, it's time to select the decorative details. Consider the custom organizational features that will store dishes, utensils, cookware, small appliances, pantry items and anything else that is a staple for you. Discuss the molding, glass features and other details that will enhance your cabinets and make them fit your home décor. Select the hardware that will set your cabinets apart while adding the perfect functionality you're looking for. Finalize your decisions and get ready to start your remodel. Go to woodmarkcabinetry.com for more inspiration and view our full catalog of inspiring remodel ideas. Explore ideas on Pinterest, Houzz and other home design sites to gather photos of rooms with must-have features. Keep a scrapbook of ideas that reflect your personal style. Contact your local Kitchen Designer to discuss your plans. If you are using a remodeling contractor, schedule an in-home visit to discuss your plans. Create a budget that includes: cabinets, countertops, flooring, lighting, fixtures, appliances, paint color, backsplash tile and labor. Anticipate a professional remodel expert visiting your home to measure your space precisely. Measure the space you are remodeling. Sketch out a plan using the ENVISION 3D Remodel Tool at woodmarkcabinetry.com and share with your Home Depot designer. Schedule an in-store appointment with a Home Depot kitchen designer. Consider how you might alter your floorplan to accommodate a more functional space. Write down the things that annoy you about your current space as well as a list of must-have features and details. Create a list of the things that annoy you about your current space as well as a list of must-have features and details.

**STEP 5—LET'S MAKE IT HAPPEN**

Once you sign off on your plan, The Home Depot® will coordinate with American Woodmark to get your cabinets manufactured to your specifications. We will communicate with you every step of the way to manage your expectations and help you schedule each phase of your project. When your cabinets are ready to be delivered, we will notify you so you can coordinate with your contractor or installer. Once you see your space coming together, we will follow up with you to make sure everything was delivered and installed to your satisfaction. Now it's your turn to tell your friends about your remodeling experience.

**LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY**

For over 40 years, we've worked closely with The Home Depot® to help remodel America's homes. We're one of their original partners, and our sales force is dedicated exclusively to the retailer. We stand behind every cabinet we build. Our warranty is valid for as long as you own your home from the date of delivery to you. For details and disclaimers, please visit woodmarkcabinetry.com and look for Warranty Information located in the About Us section located under the Tools and Resource section of our website.

**PROUD TO BE KCMA CERTIFIED**

For quality and sustainability, all American Woodmark® cabinetry meets the rigorous strength, quality and performance standards set by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA). We’re also certified by the KCMA Environmental Stewardship Program on all our products. This certification is awarded based on compliance across a stringent range of standards, including air quality, product resource management, process resource management, environmental stewardship and community relations. To find out more about our KCMA certifications, please visit woodmarkcabinetry.com.

**CUSTOMER CARE**

Call us toll-free at 1-800-677-8182 Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. EST Saturday, 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. EST CustomerCare@AmericanWoodmark.com